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Chototel One Ltd
Business Overview
Established: 2015
Location: London, UK
Mumbai, India

LISTING: Unlisted
TYPE OF COMPANY: For profit
Number of employees: 11 - 50

Business Area:
Homelessness, Social and Affordable Housing;
Poverty Alleviation; Green and Clean Tech;
Construction and Development;
Real Estate; Environmental Sustainability

BUSINESS OVERVIEW

social mission

Who benefits?

Chototel One Ltd (Chototel) designs lowcost, high-tech buildings than can serve the
accommodation needs of people who cannot
afford to rent privately. Rooms in the first
project, in Nagothane, near Mumbai, start at
$2 a night, and can sleep up to four people.
Utility bills are charged separately; however,
these don’t cost more than $0.50 a day
because the building is completely off-grid
and uses renewable and sustainable forms
of energy, such as solar power. Further cost
savings are delivered by automating various
hotel services via bots and a smartphone app.

Severe housing poverty affects 330 million
households around the world. Based on
current trends in urban migration and income
growth, it is estimated that 440 million
households (1.6 billion people, or a third of
humanity) will occupy crowded, inadequate
and unsafe housing by 2025. The estimated
cost to address this challenge is US$16 trillion
(McKinsey Global Institute, 2014).

Tenants and Families: Reduction

The business is globally scalable and plans are
in place to expand into the UK and UAE1.

company website:
www.chototel.co.uk

Chototel’s mission is to deliver dignified
housing options to the poor in an
environmentally sustainable and economically
viable manner. Chototel’s endeavour is to be a
catalyst to end homelessness. Its goals rest on
the following pillars:
It provides clean, hygienic and affordable
accommodation to the lowest economic strata
of the cities in which the company operates.
It is driven by innovative technologies that
lend themselves to secure and joyful living
environments.
It creates social infrastructure so that children,
elderly and non-working members of the
household are cared for.
It builds communities that are vibrant, hopeful
and healthy.

http://prsync.com/chototel/the-business-owner-rhea-silvachototel-1234851/5
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of housing poverty by providing access to
housing that is safe and hygienic with facilities
such as clean toilets and drinking water at a
reasonable cost.

Community: Encourages community
members to come together for common goals
through the setting up of self help groups
onsite. Allows a contribution of labor in lieu of
rent and creates jobs for vulnerable groups.

Environment: Reducing environmental
footprint and supporting sustainable initiatives
through the provision of cost effective and
scalable on-site renewable electricity, water
and waste management techniques. Reduced
dependency on fossil fuels and carbon
emissions from increased renewable energy
usage. Increased energy efficiency for homes,
consuming less than 100W peak power per
house.
Investors: Information from residents’
interaction with bots are polled and sent to
investors allowing them to receive relevant
information about their investment based on
real time data points. Greater investor returns
and security by allowing investors to invest in
properties the same way they invest in stock.
Investors benefit from both rental and asset
appreciation.
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Chototel One Ltd
Commercial and Financial Summary
Financial Information

Business HIGHLIGHTS

Opportunity Highlights2

Chototel is a pre-revenue company in the
startup phase of its operations. No financial
information is available at this stage. Chocotel
started operations in their first pilot project
close to Mumbai in January 2017; however
financial information is yet to be released.

Chototel has opened the first 240 room pilot hotel in Nagathone, 50km
south of Mumbai. Construction is continuing of second 240 room pilot
project 20km north of Pune, expected to be operational in 2017.

Millions of urban households around the world live in substandard
housing or are financially stretched by housing costs.

The company is seeking to raise $20million in order globally expand the
business. Use of the funds is as follows:
Deploy $5 million for pilot projects in India
Deploy $5 million for expansion into the UAE
Deploy $10 million for expansion into the UK
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Chototel August 2016 Review
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By 2025, 440 million families will occupy crowded, inadequate and
unsafe housing, or will be financially stretched, based on current trends
in urban migration and income growth.
$9 - 11 trillion is the estimated cost to replace today’s substandard
housing and build additional houses needed by 2025.
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Chototel One Ltd
Impact Assessment Matrix
Numbers below are projections.

EconomIC Impact

SOCIAL Impact

Measurement

Reported Data

Number of hotels created

1 Operating, 1 Under Construction

Number of people using hotel rooms

500+

Productivity

Costs saved through energy efficiency
improvements

5%

Employment

Number of job created

50+

FInancial inclusion

Annual rental saved by households
staying at Chototel

22%

Housing

ENVIRONMENTal impact

Reported Data

Community

Number of community groups created

Independent Self help groups that run the operations of the hotel

Health & Wellbeing

Number of households with access to
clean water and sanitation

22% increase

Number of social infrastructure
constructed

School & hospital less than 500m away

Number of children attending schools
as a result of improved housing and
living conditions

23%

Education

GOVERNANCE

Impact Area

Measurement

Reported Data

Emissions

Metric Tons of CO2 Emissions saved
(kgCO2e)

73,554 annually

Water Management

Methane emissions avoided each year
(t)

73,554

Annual volume of water recycled (m3)

18,000

Energy Efficiency

Annual energy saved (kWH)

48,000

Energy
Consumption

Reduced volume of building materials
required per project compared to
baseline (m3)

To be reported
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Measurement

Corporate
Governance

Diversity

Measurement

Reported Data

Board of Directors

Yes

At least 50% independent members

Yes

Non-Executive Chairman

Yes

Number of female employees

10

Number of female Board Members

Majority

Number of women and senior citizens
involved in projects

more than 50%

Disclaimer
MUST READ
This report has been commissioned by the Social Stock Exchange Limited and prepared by All Street Research
Limited (“All Street Research”).

In addition it may be difficult or not possible to buy, sell or obtain accurate information about the value of
securities mentioned in this report. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance.

All Street Research has produced this report in reliance on an exemption from the Financial Promotion Restriction
to be found in article 20 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”) (Financial Promotion)
Order 2005.

This report is published solely for informational purposes and is made available on a complimentary basis. This
report is based on publicly available information, together with information provided by the companies profiled
in this report. Such information is presented “as is,”, and All Street Research cannot guarantee the adequacy,
accuracy, completeness or timeliness of such information. Any forward-looking statements, opinions, views,
subjective statements, and other commentary (together, “Subjective Statements”) contained herein do not
represent the views or opinions of All Street Research, but have been reproduced from publicly available third
party sources, or from information supplied by the companies profiled herein. Such Subjective Statements contain
information that is based on assumptions, forecasts of future results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable,
and therefore involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual
results, performance or achievements of their subject matter to be materially different from current expectations.
Any consensus forecasts provided herein have been reproduced in their entirety from publicly available information
produced by third party data providers.

For these purposes, All Street Research’s reports and website are considered to be a publication or service that is
a “qualifying publication” under that article and under article 54 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Regulated Activities) Order 2001. It is therefore clearly understood that: No part of this research report amounts
to the provision of investment advice specific to the investment circumstances of any user or other person.
This report is not to be construed as advice or recommendations to you specifically. This report is directed at
individuals having sufficient investment sophistication to critically assess the information, analysis and opinion
presented in herein. You should do your own due diligence, and take into account your personal financial
circumstances and investment objectives, including your tolerance for risk, before investing.
By accepting this report you are deemed to warrant and to undertake that:
(i) you are sufficiently expert to understand the risks involved with the investments to which this report
relates; and
(ii) you will comply with all applicable provisions of FSMA and the Financial Promotion Order with respect to
anything you do in relation to this document.
If you are in any doubt about the investments to which this communication relates you should consult an
authorised person who specialises in advising on this kind of investment
Provision of this report is not, in and of itself, intended to lead or to enable persons to invest. This report and any
other materials on our website or publications should not be construed by any subscriber or prospective subscriber
as a solicitation to effect, or attempt to effect, any transaction in a security. Use of All Street Research information
available from this report is at your own risk. In no event will you hold All Street Research or any affiliated party
liable for any direct or indirect trading or investment losses caused by any information on this document.
Trading involves risk, including possible loss of principal and other losses. All Street Research makes no
representations that any of its materials will result in profits in trading. The value of securities mentioned in this
report can fall as well as rise and are subject to large and sudden swings.

Cut-off dates have been applied to the information contained in the report such that some of the information
published in the report may have changed between such cut-off dates, and the date of publication. Such changes
may in some cases be material, such that there may be material differences between the current state and
financial position of the companies and securities profiled herein, and the information presented herein.
You should assume that all information that you review through this report is subject to change or updating at
any time, and may be updated or deleted without warning or liability on our part. We may have previously
distributed (and may in the future distribute) the information in these reports and analyses in different forms,
including materially different or updated business, financial and market information in relation to the companies
profiled herein.
Neither All Street Research nor any persons connected with All Street Research have any direct or indirect financial
interest in any company that is reviewed in this report.
You agree that you will not communicate any content of this report to any other person unless that person has
agreed to be bound by this Disclaimer. If you are acting as an agent for any other person, such person must also
be identified by name to All Street Research. None of the material or any copy of it may be altered or distributed to
any party without express written permission from All Street Research.
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